
THE 
SNEEUW HAT



The Sneeuw Hat
This half  hat, half  bonnet covers the ears and can tie 

under the chin staying snug on the head through many 

snowball fights. Head in from the snow and stay stylish 

in front of  the fireplace with textural brim and fun tassel 

on both the ties and back of  the hat!

If  you have any questions, please email me at

steph@theelimonster.com. 

Guage:  
20 stitches=4 inches

Materials:
Size 7 DPNs (I prefer a small circular needle but that is 

optional)

Worsted weight yarn in a wool or wool blend (Sheepish 

by Vicky Howell is used in photo), 1 skein

Stitch marker

Crochet hook for braids

Stitches Used:
co - cast on

pm - place marker

k - knit

p- purl

k2t - knit 2 together

Sizing:
Baby(Toddler, Child, Teen, Adult)

CO 70 (80, 90, 100, 110)

*k, p* repeat to end of  row, turn

*k, p* repeat to end of  row, turn

*p, k* repeat to end of  row, turn

*p, k* repeat to end of  row, turn

Repeat knitting these 4 rows for a total of  18 (20, 22, 

26, 26) rows

Join in round, PM.  k to end of  row

K in the round until piece is 4.5 (5, 5.5, 6, 6.5”) from 

CO edge

*k 14 (16, 18, 20, 22), PM*  repeat to end of  round 

(there should be 5 equal sections now)

*k to 2 before marker, k2t* repeat to end of  round



Repeat decrease rounds until there are 10 stitches left. 

between markers.  Switch to DPN as needed.

*k3, k2t* repeat to end of  row

*k2, k2t* repeat to end of  row

*k1, k2t* repeat to end of  row

*k2t* repeat to end o f  row

Cut yarn.  Use needle to thread tail through remaining 

stitches and pull tight.  Knot and leave 8” tail

Braid and Tassel Instructions:
Cut 24 (12 for each braid) pieces of  yarn 36” long

Take 12 lengths of  yarn and fold in half.

Using a crochet hook, pull the folded “loop” of  the yarn 

through the cornet of  the brim of  the hat.  Pull the ends 

of  the strands through that loop that’s sticking out of  

the corner of  the brim and pull tight.

Divide your strands into 3 even bunches (if  you have the 

CO strand, add it to the other strands of  yarn now, no 

weaving in the ends!) and start braiding.  

Once you have braided to your desired length, tie a knot 

and trim your tassles (I like about 4” of  loose strands at 

the ends of  my braids).

Repeat for other side of  hat

Cut 6 strand of  yarn about 12” for back of  hat

Fold strand in half.

Using crochet hook, pull the folded “loop” of  the yarn 

through the very top/back of  the hat (where you tight-

ened up the last stitches).  Pull the ends of  the yarn 

through that loop and tighten.  

Divide your strands evenly (remember to add that length 

of  yarn from knittig the hat) and start to braid.  Braid 

about 2 inches and make a knot (do not make a knot if  

you make the optional larger tassel) .

Optional (to make the tassle bigger)  

Cut about 6 strands of  yarn about 10”

Tie around the braid about 2” from the hat (where you 

stopped braiding).

Grip all the loose yarn ends in one hand and knot again 

to make a nice large knot over that smaller knot (this 

also makes all the loose yarn point in the same direction.

Trim ends  and enjoy your new hat!


